Release notes for:
NCG CAM v15.0.06
Date: 15/09/2017

NCG CAM Solutions Ltd are pleased to release NCG CAM v15.0.06
This point release includes minor fixes we have made since v15.0.05. We would suggest you update to
v15.0.06 at the earliest convenience.
Please note that NCG CAM v15.0 will not install on Window XP, or on a 32 bit operating system.
Windows 7, 64 bit, Windows 8 / 8.1 64 bit or Windows 10 64 bit are all supported operating systems.
V15.0.06

5219 : 5 Axis : Updated the 5 axis libraries to fix Multi-Axis Roughing that could cause the it to hang.
5239 : 5 Axis : If you selected "Trim colliding contours and relink" from the "Remaining collisions" dialog box
on the "Gouge check" tab in the advanced 5 Axis dialog NCGCAM would crash, this has now been fixed.
5243 : Fixed an exception that could be thrown when detecting theoretical rest areas that was introduced in
in v15.0.05.
5245 : Post processors: Heidenhain: Added the option to output a line of text before the Bore milling and
Thread milling cycles. "Text output before bore milling cycle", "Text output before thread milling cycle". By
default these are 'empty' so existing posts are not affected.

5251 : Fixed a problem where loading Parasolid and Solidworks files failed in v15.0.05 because that PC was
missing the Visual C++ 2015 redistributable. We now included these with the installation.
5253 : Improved the default settings for the Inspect Results dialog and remove mention of DEPO
5268 : Updated the translation dll’s for the 5 Axis Libraries.
5270 : Points: Fix a problem introduced in v15.0.05 stopping midpoint on grids or circles of points.
5272 : User Interface: Fixed a potential hang in v15.0.05 when showing properties for boundary passes.
Updated the Turkish translations.
SOLIDWORKS is a trademark of Dassault Systems.
Catia is a trademark of Dassault Systems.
Parasolid is a trademark of Siemens
GPost is a trademark of Austin NC.
Granite, Pro/E, Creo are trademarks of Parametric Technologies Corporation.
Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 & Windows 10 are trademarks of Microsoft.

